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Last fall the University of Texas PreSs published

a book entitled Exploring _the Johnson Years, and its

fifth chapter was my essay on the evolution of,federal

'education policy during the Johnson administratioh.1

Twb years before, I had been in by the Johnson

.Foundation specifically by the symposium's director

and the planned anthology's editor, historian Robert

A. Dimine --to write an essay on quite a different

topic, collective violence. In my previous eight

bdoks andipio dozen or so articles I had'claimmed to

know something about southern history and politics,

race relations, desegregation, civil%rights, collec-

tive,violence, and related topics that centered on

the Second Reconstruction of the 1960s. -But I had

never heretofore claimed to,know anything special

about the history of education. Now here I am, on

.the podium at the AERA like a lawyer representing
: S

,*The author gratefully acknowledges the research
-support of the National Idstitute of Education and-

the, 1::yndon Johnson Foundation.
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himself,
g

who hence has a fool foi- a client. Unlike

myNdistinguishad University of Maryland colleague,

Donald Wirren7I am a mini''ster in,the history of

education almost without portfolio. Worse, as a

historian of education and of the second reconstruc

tion generally, I am lacking Warren's approximate

century of perspective and, research on the events

:I seek to interpret.

But we contemporary historians of the 1960s do

have at least a decade or two of perspective, and

most of the arcIfIval evidence concerning the develop.-

, ment of federal education policy during the 196Qs

is open in Boston and Austin and Was'hington. So two,.

years ago I persuaded the NIE to award me a,research

grant to dig into those archives, and three months

ago I presented a paper at the annual meeting Of the
*

American Historical Association in Los Angeles that

.represented "a preliminary and somewhat speculative

report on tlat,research. But that paper was 40 pages

long,and contained more than 50 rather long footnotes;

I h;ad to present it orally by starting in the

I shall not try to do that sort of formal analysis

here today.

Instead, I want first to comment somewhat editorially

fon He research and the interpretation that wt, have

received to date on the dramatic development of

4%.
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federal educ,ati'on policy during the 1960s. Then

I will advancer several tentative and probably

controversial interpretations of these events, which

cluster around the 1965 "breakthrough" of ESEA and

HEA, and include their associated progr,ammatic

coaponents through 1969. In doing so, .1 will first

suggest three ways. in which the archival. evidence

requires 4 revised interpretation of ,those events.

Then I will speculate that enhanced historical

perspective, as brief as it-must be since tho'se

programs began, callsfor a re-examination based

upon what we know about th.ei.r implementation and

evaluation. I also will try to be concise, and

in doing-so I will consciously forfeit many'of

the customary cautious, scholarly qualifications.

And I will minimize the footnotes. 7

This introduction, then, leaves me with 't-hreer

remaining sections of my paper, each:with, several

brief arguments to make. The fiT'st se,ction concerns

the extant body ,of literature on 'the .evolution of

federal education policy during the 196.0s,' which has

,strength's that are'mere'obvious than i,ts weaknesses,

The strengthwhich grow moreobvious.with time.

of this body of social science scholarship is- that,

these helpful books -- by suCh,respected-sOc'iaj

4
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analysts as Stephen Bailey, Edith Mosher, Eugene

Eidenberg, Roy Morey, Norman Thomas
2
41- w're prompt

and contemporary assessments, researched and written\

by scholar - practitioners.. who enjoyed privileged

access to policy actors whose memories were fiesh.

These studies were largely external analyses pf

congrp*ssipnal,. agency, and constituent group behavior.

Their case study methods combined legislative hearings
ts4 4

-of agency and interest group testimony with customarily

anonymous interviews, Which soughtto maximize candor 4

by masking sources. Their weaknesses, then, mirroted

their strengths, in that such contemporary portrdits

inescapably lacked the perspective that oQly time

could bring, their anonymous interviews blocked the

evidential spectficity that historians demand, and

the somewhat epis dic quality of their\case 'studies

7'encouraged discontinuity of process and a short-ranged

view of policy evolution.
J

They generally shared another weakness, one more

policy,_-Lisubstantive than researchpracedural:

-their adthors tended to share ecltai-ial or ideoligical

biases in favor 'of federal intervention. Indeed,

most students of the federal role in education,

Donald Warren certainly included, have\generall

plored its belpted,and half=hearted intervention.

ftWarren would, indeed, Enforce it. 3
.1 sympathize
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with much of this argument --k how could I'llot? I

attended public schools in my native Arkansas and

in Tennessee that viere racially segregated bystate

law and ',also by federal judicial decree.
A

schbol gi?aduation pl-esent was' Brown v: Board_ of,

Education, but it was too late to have "any impact
1

on my; own Jim Crow scwhoolftig., I submit, h4ever,
.,.

that while much of the federal intervention in the

,
My high

Second Reconstruction,has been slutory, especially

in', regard to what "Doc"IiHowecalled the "things"
.

)programs, like federal school construction loans
,

and grants; it 1.;;s also ranged toward the wastetul
r

and even occasionally the disastrous, especially'
2

concerning What Howe called' tbe "people" programs,

:Pike ESEia Title I, and bilingual education. I

sh'all.reXurn to that editorial argument at the end

of my paper.

The published riterature on' federal
. .

p

in education, policy during the Second Reconstruction

re,prpsents; a bibliographic,burst of the late 1.960s,

with very little.follow-up. 'Most of it rests on the

r

Social scieice'.mod,e1 of research in contemporary

published souves'plus anonymous interviews,' and much

of it cenCers on.tbe controversial role of the
t

,

*Ggrdner task force in policy form'ulation.4 Thig,'
)-

literaCurajeflects a cOnsOnsual viieW tha.t four

).. ,

r .

A

,
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circumstances coalesced in 1964-65 to make possible

Johnson's Great 'Society breakthrough with the ESEA

and the HEA of 196. First,"and,most ohvioals,i's

the Democratice landslide in 1964, which, added 38

new Democratic seats. in the Hous.e and two in the

Senate, and 'effectively broke the Kennedy stalemate.

Sedond, the Civil Rights Act of 1964 ha4 at least

temporarily defused the race or school des'egregation

issue. Third, the bitterness of the church- state

dispute had been considerably/reduced by th,e JohnsOn

admintstration's adroit combiriation of negotiation

that offered Catholics limited gains.under the

Everson formula of aid to the child, Vfot the school,

and that overall appeared more attractive to combatant

groUps on both sides than continued mutual veto and

recrimination. Fourth, in addition to thi's potential

political, racial, and religious accommodation, there.

was foc;er school-teacher Lyndon B.John,son's passion:-
1 .

ate-faith, which was at-once naive and touching,'in

thp panacean powers of education as the bet passport

4

out of poverty.
5 Given this magic constellation of

stars in fleetipg alignment, ,Cielot came not with*

John F. Kennedy, but with Lyndon Johnson for one

.brief shining mom6yt in the middle 1960s.

The standard literature so fully -explidates these

7

4
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religioys, and personal 'factors,

that one nay safely take jUdicial notice of them.
6

.

Bud I will argue in this, .section of Invpaper/

that the archival:evidence and broader secondary

analysis call for TieWtattenti6n to three additional

-----and little appreciated circumstat:Ices-surrounding

"7

tht,breakthrough events of 1964-65, and powerfully

'shaped their Consequences., First, I want, td deflect

attention away from the Congress and HEW an,even

from-<tHe White House staff, .toward the pErategic!P

but customarily,obscurelposition of the Budget
1--

Bureau, sand especially toward its distinctively

cynical attitude toward many Of the line agenCies,'

particularly those regarded as captive of their-
r e ,

`clientele groups --like Labor, Commerce, and

Agriculelure --an& most `especially of al4 toward

,HEW and'USOE. rI,1-1 developing edUcational

the Bureau's strategic position was indiicit.ially

.

oCcupied by Wil.,14aiim,B. Cannon, ,who
.

was Chief of the

Budget Bureauts.Education, Manpower, and Sciences'

..A5ivision,-and who was executive secretary for the

,-1

4rdnet task force of 19.64 and the Fridaytask`fcrof

of 1966-6,7, and who *lso sat on KeppeI's important
.

interagency task force 19615.7 In his capacity .

as staff director for the Johnson administtatiOn's,
c.,

t o major outside plicyann,in task forces on

educ tiOn, Cannon and hence the Bureau enj.oyed a
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substantial measure of initiative and., control over

the agenda and imformatiog flow of ,the part-time

tak force, which typically met twice a month for

five or six month'/ and Can%non did mucfi of the early

report drafting.

This process of policy evoluti n was so complex

,and t'he archival documentation is so -extensi,ve that

only a summary assessment of the Bureauds role can

be attempted here. But basically, the Budget Bureau's

senior staff deeply tesented._their relegation during

the Eisenhower administration to the role of federal

"green---eyeshades'accouttants, and they responded to-
. .

the 'Kennedy ,inlitiative to,get the country "moving

amin"Thy engineering an enthusiastic and smboth,

transition in 1960-61, and by strengettnint their

renewed policy planning function throughout the '

Kennedy administration: This momentum cAsrried the

Bureau's:initiative in,policy formulation through

.
the crucial early years of. the Johnscin administration,

when the superstructure for the Great Society was

being designed.' Of the 14 legislative task forces '\.>

of 964, which Johnson created in'almost parinoic

secrecy-to prog ramma t ca 1 ITT rans fOrm Kenntdy Lis New

Frontier into LBJ's Great Society,tthe-Budget Bureau

provided the executive s,eFretary 'and staff coordinating

function for all but two (one of which was dropped
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anyway).8.

.f1=1. the case, of education, which.ranked.very high

t

on Ohnsonr.s legislative agenda, Cannon's leverage

Was Itraordihary--- partly because hp got along so

famously with Johi Gardner, and partly because he',

controll'ed the logistics-and agenda of a widely

digpefsed, p art-time group of, policy advisors, one

that -contained such overcommited lum aries as 4ark

Kerb, David Riesthan, Francis Keppel, Jamell Allen,

Sidney Morland, Time editor,Hedley Donovan, PorAroid

president Edwin Land. The upshot of this strategic

positioning of the Bureau staff was thdt, in the case
4

of educ °IC, Cannon's searing contempt for USOE as

an "incompetent stodgy agency with no program except

that furnished by outside bureauratics,"
9

combined'

with the outside task force's freed.bm from Wdshington's

bureucratirinertia to -help ,ereate, in ESEA's titles

11'1 (supplementary educational centers) and IV
.

*
(educatl-oval research And development laborato.ries),

two con-scidusly subversive models of federal intervn-

tiou in-education. Budgetarily, they of course pale

(1)' a ti r; (ctily
before Title I,,,pDut theirexi4Aence symbolized the

Bur,pau's assessment as .a hopelessly hide-

-
-

bound bureaucracy. Indeed, Cannon appears to have

reg arded the lo'cal public school 'systems themselves

as largely U SOE.

ti

The Gardner report
4

,at
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Bureau's obscured role, and Cannon's leaddrship in

.particulcir, beCaus'e I want to sugg.est how archival

history can and should' more fully inP6r7fl the abundant

and too often selfserving public record that Corigrliss
A -

and,the executive agencies continuli, generate. But

my second set of circumstances, which's° crucially
le

conditioped the breakthrough events of th,e midsixties,

involved less personality and bureaucratic structure
.

.' t

tha,n a
magic moment of fiscal and -budgetar'y llappen-

, -

stance.Lp discussing this, I will allude to only

three documentS. The first- two are MemorandafrOm

I a

Gardner Ackley, chairman of the Cpuncil of Economic,

Adv isors, to President Johnsonmand third is'fripmA

Budget Director Charles Schultze to Johnson. They

range, in excruciating brevity/and agony, from booms

to bust.

On June 2, 1965, Ackley wrote Johnson that the CEA

had met with eight of its senior academic consultants

and all agreed that in light of a slowing growth rate,

"theiyoUld like to see more,_fisc'al stimul'u's in early.

1966. In any case, they urged a sti-ongJy expansionary

/ 11
budget for ftS.cal 1967. On this .note to budgetarily

-

huge vld fiscally redistributionist ESEA and HEA went

roaring throggli. But by Dece4ler of'1965, Ackley was
W A

M

calling for sTgntgicant tax increase. '.to prevent

1
-A_ 4,

0
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By the fall of 1966,with rising inflation and

:Vietnam expenditures hipsawin the administration,
.

,

Budget Director Charles SChultze wrote the Ft'Aident

Co warn abOut one, major budget, problem that stood out

bo ve all others:

That pl'oblem is simply,that we are not able to
f nd_adesuately the 'new Great'Sociay _progEams.

the.same time, States,,cici'es, depressed
areas and Individuabs have b'een led to expect
immediate delivery of benefits from'Great Society
programs to a degree-that is not realistic.
This 11eads to frustration'', loss of credibility.1
and even deterioration of State and local
services they hang back on making norm-al dk
commitments in order to Apply fo Federal ai -

which does not materialize. BQc.l_log_, g_ueuinia,

and griping build up steadily...1.-J

Schultze was especially concerned because the burgeon-

ing staff of Joseah Califano, who had replaced Bill
44'6,4

Noyerg as the ranking presidential aide in July of

1965, had cranked up the task force machinery to a

fever pitch, thereby generating a profusion of new

legislative proposals that would attract congressional

and clientele supf)ott in a period of incuag-ing

deterioration that was certain to underfund even the.

.

existing Great So"Cet,y programs.
A

...we are now in the pr6cess of developing a
wide range of new leAislative proposals....
,4,dequate fuftding of already-authorized .Great
Society programs will lie a-ve-1.- tough problem
'even if there are no new programs ...in the
present budget situation I see very little hope
of any sig_nifhcant expenditure buildup on

13

4.r
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Co warn abOut one, mtjor budgets problem- that stood `out

above all others:

jhatpl'oblem is simply .that we are not able to
f nd adeguately the 'new Great'SociEty _proRsams.

the.same time, States,-cities, depressed
areas and dndividuas have been led to expect
immediate delivery of benefits fromGreat Society
programs to a degree that is not realistic.
This lveads to frustration' loss of credibility
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services they hang back on making normal di
commitments in order to Apply fo Federal aidr,
which does not materialize. 13.cK.log_, gueuin_g,
and griping build up steadily..-1.-.)

Schultze was especially concerned because the burgeon-

ing staff of Joselik,Califano, who had replaced 'Bill

.Moyerg as the ranking presidential aide -in July of

1965, had cranked up the task force machinery-to a

5 fever pitch, thereby generating A profusion of new

4

legislative proposals that would attract congressional

and clientele sui4otit in a period of incrpas'ing Liscal

deterioration that was ,certain to underfund e.wen the'.

existing Great So:litet,y pro'grams.

...we are now in the process of developing a
wide range of new leAislative proposals....
..-4dequate fun-ding of already'authorized _Great
Society programs will lie ver... tough problem
even if there are no new programs ...in the
present budget situation I see very little hope
of any signifticant expenditure buildup on

13
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/,
existin& Great Sociel.y programs. ., .As I

see it, the situatio-n will get worse instead
of better unless we--- decide to digest what we
already have bn'our plate before reaching for
more. We should be-extremely _elective in
adopting new Task, Force recommendations.

:Yet' while Schultze was.writing.,,- twelve new outside

task forces, including William Fiidayis task force .

on education, and 34 interajbey task orces1

including KePpel's on education,

toward new proposal's, while the recently enacted)

,

were brain-storming

Great Society'pii,

starve.
A

rams were already beginning to

Recalling Callfano's task force operationof

196 ,'Budget Bureau's Hold Seidman, who had been

White House Liaison /for Donald Price's 1964 outsidq.,

task force on government'reorganization,*complai;ned

that:

Task forc -eitis ran rampant. At least forty-:
five task forces were brganizedin the fall
of 1966. Papers were circulated on an "eyes
only" basis and when agency people were
included on the task forces they were reluc-
tant to tell even their bosses about what
they were doing. Theiaa"force operation
bred a miasma of susp cion and distrust
without producing very much that was useable.

14

Seidman iS basie'ally right about Calrfano' and,

ultimately f course, Johnson's --abuse of the task'.

force ice, with 46 in 1966 and 35 in 1967 busily

venerating program proposals while Vietnam and inflation

.s.

14
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crippled the budget, and the ghetto and campus

be?tficiaries of the Great Society prou'ams began

Allito riot. But it is herA that the historian's sense

of the uniqueness of time and circumstance must assert

itself. For to generalize abstractly about thA

utility of the' task force device is to commit a

social science. Far wiser 1.s the immortal observa-

tion of Chief Dan Georgethat "Sometimes the .magic
4

works, sometimes it doesn't." The magic worked

for John Gardner in 1964-65. In 1966, a sea change

quietly set in; Vietnam and inflation heated up,-

and'in the off-year elections the Republicans

gained 47 seats in 'theHouse and three in the Senate.

Aeo the magic didn't work for William Friday in

1966-67. That sets the stage for, my third and final
t '

set of unusual circumstances that so powerfulPY

conditioned events during the Johnson years, and

it is espeaally striking because it centers on a

vast -contradiction.

The files on the Friday task force on education

of 1966 -67-in the Johnson Presidential Library in

Austin and in the National. Archives reveal an inten-

sive effort by 14 unusually talented and experienced

people whose 149-page report probed widely and

imaginatively into the problems and options of

educationa), policy, and boldly recommended (since

15
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they didn't have to f'ay the bill, at least not
dr

directly) a "moon shot" for-the poor, a doubling

of Title I expenditures, imaginative and aggressive

0 methods for raciai integregation, and flirted with

such novel notionsas a .free freshman year in

*
_college. William. Friday recalled-hissitask force's

meetingwith President Johnson in the White House

on May 20,1967,tto deliver their repprt: "We

talked about the report Yor maye five miutes,.

1/"%-and ,pen he spent the next 4`minutes talking about

Vietnam."

So the far-reaichini .and expensive Friday pyoposals

went nowhere. As.was his custom, Califano appointed

k an interagency task force under Gardner to consider

the _Friday recommendations and price them out.

Gardner bucked the chairinanship down to KepPel's suc-
x.

cessor as,CoMmqs6ioner o.f Education, Harold Hoe II,

and.Howe reported some4hat lamely to Califano in an

"Eyes Only".meMorandum of October'n, 1967 that hiS"

task force was so demoralized by the underfunding of

existing programs that. it could not faithfully recom-

mend any of the new Fridayproposals.
16 The report

)

itself was prefaced by an unusually candid political

anaqysi\that denounced the growing gap between Great

Society promises and 'budgetary reality, wherein

app,ropriations for education programs were often only
a

16
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half'eof authorizations. Similarly, the 1968

interagency task force cr education, nominally

chaired by'nel:ily-promot'ed HEW Secretary Wilbur

Coheri, but actually chairedby Howe, recommended

full fudding for existing programs rather than

creating new ones - "We have an olierdose of und)r-

funded legislation on the books."17 Resentment in

the agecies built up over the professional trespass

of th1'ksi_de task forces, and especially over the

heavy-handedness'of Califano's growing staff of

, yOung domestic policy planners. Halperin r ls:

I think Mr*.' Califano save the impression' from
afarShat heyould'only deal with Secretaries
(4 Departments or. with God Almighty= -and then
only grudgingly. Callfano went to great
lengths to make-decisions. I don't beli"ereb.,
he checked, vith the President on many key
issues. With as few people around who kneW
the details' of what was going on as possible,
many of the decisions Were made by him with.
a person such as Secretary Gardner who did
not really know the substance and the detail
of many of the proposOls, and couldn't be ex-
pected to. I found that Mr. Califano was
arrogant, unin-arffied, bright but exceedingly
-thin because he was spread over such a broad
area.18

By 4967-68 everyone was tired;
- 0

I had the impressioi particularly in '67,
'68, of great haste,,,great superfic-iality.

'And political naivete of the highest order
Ole. staff work of (James) Gaither and
Califano doesn't begin to compare, for
example, to the sophistication of the staff

0-- work that Mr. Cater engaged in, let'ssay,,
in '64-'65. I Have to say that by '67-'6S
perhaps all of us were Acting sloppier work.

4We were over-extended, over-tired, and our
left a lot to be desired.

1 if.

1

ft
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Such exhaustion fits,comfortably with our under-

standing of the cyclical flow and elIb of ,presidential

power. So where is the contradiction?
Paw

The contradic4n lies in the sustained output of

Great Society legislation even into the eleventh 'hour'

of a lame-du,ck administration, which Johnson'and his

White House staff and his task forceg pushed relent-
_

lessly, even in the face of Vietnam and soXring in-

Elation and budget,deficits And race riots and campus,

disorders. Even after Johnson announced his stunning ,

decision not to rut for re-election on March 31, 1968,

'Califano appointed 11 interagency task forces on topLcs

as disparate as marine science, product test informa-
.

tion, wbrkmen's disability income and two more on

education.
19 An acknowledged master of the legisla-

'tive process, Johnson was also a.master raconteur who

cherished a revealing metaphor about the momentum of

legislative interest.groups. Douglass 'Cater recalls

Johnson's fcindness for the yarn about the country boy

who on first seeing ,a locomotive, doubted that they

v-)uld ever get it going. But when he saw it build

up steam and r=oar down the track, he condluded:

"They'll never stop herY Hence, Johnson.would

.wheedlc and beg f,or startup funds for new progranis

even while slashing the budget for established ones.

18
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Consider, en, the extraordinary profusion of Great .

. Society legislation in lame-duck 1968 in the field

of educati-on alone, either in new prugrams,or renew-

als: school breakfasts, the Indian:Bill of Rights,

bilingual education, dropout prevention, Aid to

Handicapped Children, co-operative education, Networks

for Knowledge, college tutoring, Talent Search, col-
.

lege hqusing, Education for the Public SerVice,

international elation, ,Teacher Corps, National

Science Foundation, Arts and Humanities Foundation,

NDEA, Law School Clinical Experience, HEA, Higher

Education Facilities Actthe list rattles on

Typically, Major renewal programs like the various

ESE titles receivEd lower approprfaGions than they
e-

had enjoyed the previous yeiar, but the new programs
4

_like bilingual and handicapped education got`their

budgetary' camel's nos'e into the tent.
z .

Clearly Johnson instinctively understood the coa-

lescence of what political stienti*sts 'had come to call
A

. "iron trianWes 21 ITideed, Johnson's senior aide
lt

for education, Douglass Cater, had written one'bf

the major books ow the alliance-formation process,

whereby clientele groups, forged enduring bonds of

mutuaVinyerest With.congresTional subcommittee.s who

;

li autlorized.and funded programs affecting their interests,

16- 4
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and with, agency officials who ran Oveiril,, The

N:

claSstcal examples ,of iron, triangles are the

agricultural extension network and th) Army Corps

of Engirieers, and Ipigh Hecl.o is right to remind us

that the U.S. Office of Ed'ucation is not the Army

0Corps of Engineers.
23 But we know from theexper-

ience of the 1970s, when.the,dducatidff lobby's "Big

Six" and Charles' Le'e'i 'Committee on Fu11 tVunding;

turned back President Nixop's?attempts to dismantle

the Great Society programs. in education (Nixon in

fact ended up supporting a much heavier federal
L -24

,

invo'vement in higher eduCation), and also from
r ..

the NEA's love affair w,ith President Carter, that

/

the' triangular alliances forged in educatron were

powerful indeed --and that.'it all basically staeted

with Lyndon Johnson, and especially.from his rather

.frenetic task forcing.

A final irony is that the relative'immaturity ot

iron tri.angle's in educAtipn in the early 19.60s pro-.

vided the Gardner outside task force of 1964 and the

Keppel interagency task force of_1965 with unusual

rodm to maneuvef.4But by the endof4the Johnson

administration, the Very proliferation of Great

Society programs that task forcing had spurred, in

turn reinforced the growing network of iron triangles

4
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in maximiA ng tht'ir profit from

the programTitic,status'quo. So',John'son and Gardner

and Cater and Keppel and Cannon all:ejoyed their
V

t.
magic moment on the middle 1960s, and theseextremely

capable civil servants exploiter it superbly. Their
r

task forcing considerably short. - circuited the

bureaucracieS, as they were designed to do. Yet to

with A vested interest

the considerable degree to which they came

eventually to_ represent the bureaucracies themselvest,

they gave themselves 4 kind of beneficent'hotfoot.'

'But if the,fatet game in that most political of

towns in the 1960s'was'task forcing, by the 1970s the

smart money was on the irontriangel:s that had flowed

from the Great Society's programmatic largesse, and.

that ironically represented the Weberian triumph.of

.bureaucratic hegemony that task forcing was des,iged

to circumvent or subvert in the first plice. The

work of Ch.axles,Lee's,Committee on Full Funding was

remarkably effective in that effort, but Thomas

Wblanin knows far more about tat than I 'do' so I

-will turn to the 1970s with proper deference.

That final Weberiam irony is reinfor6ed by the

circularity of our present political 'circumstance,

which find's the Reakan administratio,p mooring boldly

td dismantle the superstructure of the Great Sqpiety,

with federalteducation programs high on hi.S. list,
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and with the public school system in dang rous

dis epute. My own hi"Storical,narrative must,bless-

edly end with 1969, but I intend to write an

epilogue that brings us to the ironical present,

one based on the secondary literature and designed
3

quite frankly to make some value judgments about how

i well, this extraordinary programmatic legacy of the

1960s has worked-:--and why. .I will do this salf-
.

consciously a a historian of public policy dealing

in perilous ntemporary terrain, but concentrating

primarily on policy impleMenation and evaluation,

`rather than on my earlier concerns for policy origin,

innovati-on, and legislati've formulation.

'CLearly, nuch, of what was done of gr,eae and

timely benefit to public educational purposes. Doc
tr,

HOwe's ,'things" programs were helping' open a new

commun'i'ty college almost every week during the late

1960s, and doing so 'Without a Federal Ministry of

Education telling them what to teach. Even many of

the-more vulnerable "people" programs were investing
L

. .

public monies wisely, providing scholarship grants
.

.

and generously subsidying tu,t,tclon loans fol- the
-,,--- (-L ei.v.A.. eni,-, ec ,111 rc, ic\Or II k,.) .,,

talented-needy>,.1, as well as the middle class, and
(-

providing research and artistic grants for the +.,.00

national endowments to award;to such deserving

scholars as .you and me.

s 4.92

C
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`But many.of the "people" programs o the Great
0

Society, and especially the Title I guts of the &SEA,

with its assorted Head Start and'Follow,Th-rtsugh

accouterments, wer.e'both theoretically and p%iitically

based on the antipoverty model. They were grounded.

in ithe vogue new social science theory of human capital,

and thereby generated naive expectations that programs

and practice were bound to dl_sappoint. 25
And dis-

appoInt they did, with a vengeance that lediso many

of our colle.ague's in the 1970s to disown, 'like Pontius

Pilate, the troubled legacy of_their own handiwOrk.

We all witnessed that torrid debate during the late

1960s that ranged through the 1970s over Coleman and

Jencks and.the Westinghouse and.the'Tempo study, and

Milbrey McLaughlin's devastating RAND study of Title

I.26 ' The detiate.continues, with more recent assertions

from the NIE and the National Assessment for Educational

Progress that dompensatory eduation can work, and

yet another new Rand study blasting Title I programs

as disruptive and confusing to the students. 27
So

who are we Co believe, an how does the historian ,

best sort this out? ,

In my own layman's view, such feteral interventioni'st

"people" programs seem generally to have worked poorly,

arisd-rfior a'combination of rather different reasons.

-23
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Far too much_was expected of them, owing.'to the

misplaced euphoria of human resources theory, and

the concomitant arriSgan-ce of )3ppliedand reformist

./
soci.al science. Federal funds were widely but thinly

applied to remedy a massive problem; even annual

expenditures of '$1- 2-billion represented less thah

ten percent of the nation's educational budget.
.

Evaluation was built into their programmatic design,

proqucing early and morale-sapping disappointments.

Thl nature of the federal 0,1ftical_system, and

especially the nonfederal, educational system, produced

political compromises that blunted effeciency.

Worse, such compensatOry education programs led to

segregation:60 thej,disadvancaged target groups;

.thnra ,T
partly foweasifts of accounting an'd auditing and

logistics,, as with Title I, partly because of politiCal

a'nd'ideological demands, as wit4,1ilingual ed' cation.

Indeed, the best analyses that I have seen of the

bilingual education programs (as distinct from bi-

lingual pedogogical theory, which had very little to

do with the controlling politics of the programs),

'would rank f, as the pre-eminent example of Great

Society Disasters.
28

But as Wilbur Cohen cautions, it may be too early

to make historical judgments about such recent pjograms

24
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with much confidence or fairness. We would

not have wanted to pass final judDments On the

'Morrill Act's land grant college system in, say,

1882. Head Start was b un with spectacular

public' .promise in 1965, an a decade of subsequent

and -con'stanOevaluation was devastating. Yet

a symposium on early childhood intervention sponsor'ed

in 1977 by the American Association for the Advancement

of Science found accumulating evidence of aA

"sleeper effect" of late developing gains that

seemed permanent, but that could not have been

detected earlier.
29 Perhaps historians.have.

the ultimate' advantage in evvluation research.

because they are custodians of the temporal

dimension. Lester Salamon has recently demOnstrated

the utility of long-termevaluation by studying

the New Deal's "resettlement program", which

opened ldnd-ownership opportunities' to tAlousands

of black southern sharecroppers in the late

1930 ,s and early 1940:-). A conservative Congress

killed the Farm Security Adminiotration during

World War II .1ith a whoop, but Salamon concludes

that the resettlement program transformed a

gl ,up of landless black tenants into a permanent

landed middle class that emerged in tOr 1960_,s

I

as the backbone of tL civil rights movement in

the rural South. 30

4J
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So I stand properly cautioned in my assessment,

of the Second Reco struction'in federa't education _

t 4

policy,' while rather critically emph.asiztn.g.its

ambiguous quality, its unintended conse'quences,

° and the mutual frustrations that flow from the

federal state -local relationship., After all,

that ambiguijty seems

of reconstructions in America. The authors

be inherent in the nature

bf theTirst Reconstruction scarcely lettended
40,

their crowning achievement, the Fourteenth ibs

Amendment, to be used for a century primarily as

.a defense forocorporate freedom, and scarcely
-4\e,

at all as aNdefense farA
freedmen's freedom.

I believe that Donald Warren will join mein

hoping that the Second,ReconstructIon fares
Yea

better than the first, but'also in insisting upon

a toughmtndea,Ana-lys,as of'its gbals in relation

to its achieveinentg.

54.
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